The ability to maximize throughput and extra service revenue in a smaller footprint, without sacrificing wash quality, while minimizing utility costs and continuing to produce a consistently clean and dry car.

Upgrade To Glowash™ For The Ultimate Customer Experience
GET AHEAD OF YOUR COMPETITION...
GET MOTOR CITY!!!

To Glowash™
Ultimate Customer Experience
WASH EQUIPMENT, EVOLVED

- Create An Entertaining Experience
- Increase Facility Awareness 24/7
- Boost Ticket Average
- Set Yourself Apart From Your Competition

2 Main Programs
Waiting & Washing

10 Selectable Shows
Within Waiting & Washing

14 Show Zones
Within Waiting & Washing

6 Selectable Colors
Within Selected Solid Show

57 Different Show Scenarios
Within Waiting & Washing

Create the Ultimate Experience that Attracts and Retains Customers.
See The Difference!
Branding
With 57 different show scenarios available, our glowash offers the best branding option in the industry! Let us help you get ahead of your competition.

Understanding the Terminology
WAITING - when the conveyor is at rest.
WASHING - when the conveyor is running
SHOW - a pre-programmed sequence of differing color combinations and flashing rates.
  - Chasing - All lights on, then each zone changes sequentially from one end of the tunnel to the other.
  - Fading - Gently fades in and out from one to color to the next.
  - Blinking - Single solid color blinks at a specific rate.
  - Solid - Single solid color on. Selectable choices - Red, Blue, Yellow, Green, Orange, and Purple
  - Changing - Solid color to color change. No fade.
  - Custom - Select from the above shows to create your own custom show with your specific branded color offering. $10,000 Upgrade.

SHOW ZONE - a hard wired grouping of RGB LED Lights located adjacent to one another in the tunnel to create a programmable selection, a Show Zone. 6, 10, 14 Available Zoned Panels.